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Griz-Cat week
kicks off in line
Erin Cole
Montana Kaimin

Greg Lindstrom/Montana Kaimin
Dorota Lichmira, left, continues to give a lesson to her French 101 class during an evacuation of the Liberal Arts Building Monday afternoon. The building
was evacuated because of a small electrical fire in the boiler room.

Fire evacuates LA Building
Jayme Fraser
Montana Kaimin
A small electrical fire forced
the Liberal Arts Building to be
evacuated on Monday afternoon.
But for students in Spanish
301, not even a fire could stop
their class as they continued
their exams on the sidewalk
outside, ignoring the dozens
of students exiting the doors
nearby.
Brianna Sefcak and her
classmates were taking the test
when they smelled smoke and
heard the fire alarm.
“We have to finish it,” Sefcak said, looking up from the

test that was delayed but not
canceled by the evacuation.
Wiring in a hot water heating unit short-circuited and
melted, said Director of Facilities Services Hugh Jesse. A
staff member working in the
basement saw smoke coming
out of Room 049, a small mechanical room, and reported a
fire.
“We evacuated the building, the fire department arrived, our staff came to assist
them,” Jesse said. He doesn’t
know why the wires shortcircuited, but the unit is disconnected until it can be re-

39°F | 29°F

placed in about a week.
“So no hot water for washing your hands,” he said.
The fire crew was called at
3:53 p.m. and cleared the building at 4:17 p.m.
A fireman hurried out the
doors and past Sefcak, saying,
“You can go back in now.”
“It’s the second time we’ve
been told that,” said classmate
Jeremy Leibenguth, who sat
cross-legged to Sefcak’s right.
Earlier some students had
re-entered the building only to
be cleared out again.
The crew deemed the building safe and Jesse began to

gather fans to vent the building.
Students filed back inside and
some returned to class, while
others discovered their professors had canceled the day’s lecture. The normally dim halls
smelled like burnt plastic and
still had a thin haze.
Sefcak and all her Spanish
classmates stayed outside.
“I don’t really want to go
back in,” Sefcak said.
Professor Stanley Rose sat
on the corner of a garden bed
and watched as his students
finished their tests in the fresh,
but chill air outside.
jayme.fraser@umontana.edu
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Hoping to get a leg up on her
homework Sunday afternoon,
Miranda Lewis toted her laptop
and some snacks to the third
floor of the University Center.
But instead of relaxing in peace
and quiet, Lewis found the
third floor abuzz with activity.
It wasn’t long before a haphazard line of students decked in
Nordic hats and Griz sweats
snaked past Lewis.
“I’m probably going to the library, because it’s only going to
get worse,” the senior studying
biology said when she learned
that the line would likely remain
in place for several more hours.
As has become an annual
tradition at The University of
Montana, students lined up in
full force to get tickets to the
Nov. 20 UM vs. Montana State
University football game. According to Adrianne Donald,
assistant marketing director
of the UC, there was no indoor camping this year, but the
building did open at 6 a.m. to
shelter students from the drizzling weather.
Inside, the line squiggled
and looped through three stories before ending in the UC
Ballroom. Students on the
third floor took turns peeking over the railing where they
could glimpse the start of the
line, which stopped near the
UM Money depository.
To have been at the front, one
would have had to arrive over
24 hours earlier, beating out Nathan Hirsch and Kyle Vierthaler, who staked out their spot
at 3 p.m. on Saturday. Looking
jubilant but exhausted, Hirsch,
an MSU student, said they’d
watched “The Dark Knight”
on a laptop and listened to his
See TICKETS, page 6
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EDITORIAL CARTOON

Pink isn’t always cute
by Joe Pavlish, News Editor
I’ve been told that anything goes with white. I disagree.
When I walked up to my white 1988 Nissan Maxima — yes,
my car is older than me — the other day I noticed a ghastly
pink blemish on my otherwise bird-pooped-upon car.
A worker for the University of Montana Office of Public
Safety put the pink parking ticket on my car between the
hours of 7 a.m. and 5 p.m. on a non-holiday weekday. I could
have parked downtown in a spot that someone actually might
use, but I chose to park by Dornblaser Field in an empty parking lot under a tree.
Had I parked in front of Zootown Brew, gotten a cup of
coffee and walked about the same distance to campus, I likely
would have gotten a $2 parking ticket. Instead, I parked in the
middle of nowhere so I could catch a cramped bus for about a
dozen blocks and I got a $25 ticket for parking without a UM
decal.
Most of UM’s pink parking tickets cost the perpetrator between $20 and $40, depending upon the crime (parking in a
handicap spot will cost you $100). The City of Missoula’s yellow parking tickets, on the other hand, cost between $2 and
$15. “First meter violation of the day” is the most common
and it’s $2 fine can be mailed in — the stamp adds about 25
percent to the cost.
Shelly Harshbarger, operations manager for the UM Office
of Public Safety, said UM took in just less than half a million dollars last year from parking violations on school property. She said that is about five percent of the Office of Public
Safety’s entire budget. That budget pays for employee payroll,
UM’s bus services — both the Park ‘N’ Ride and the students’
use of the Mountain Line — and general public safety needs.
Harshbarger said the price of a “no decal” ticket went up
from $15 to $25 three years ago and that the raise in price has
not had it’s desired effect. “[The raise] didn’t do what I was
hoping it would,” she said. “I was hoping it would reduce violations, but it hasn’t made any difference.”
She said that the Office of Public Safety usually writes
around 30,000 parking violations per year, and the raise in
price hasn’t changed that.
On the back of the ticket, under the “Visitor” headline, lies
an important piece of information for students like me. “Remittance is not required for your first ‘no decal’ violation.” In
other words, since I never drive, and I’ve never gotten a ticket
before, I don’t have to pay for this one. If I go into the Office
of Public Safety and give them my signed ticket, I will be $25
closer to making rent this month.
I won’t have to pay this time, but next time I’m just going to
go to Zootown Brew and get 10 cups of coffee, and pay the $2
yellow parking ticket. I still will have wasted $25, but at least
I’ll be awake for Ethics and Trends in the Media.

joseph.pavlish@umontana.edu

by Joe Veltkamp
SCIENCE COLUMN

The things I think I think:
Feeling hot, hot, hot
by David Elison
I don’t understand space.
The sheer size of the objects
out there and the notion that
it continues without limit is
totally nonsensical to me.
Over the weekend I read an
article on the behavior of the
sun that only solidified my
disbelief. Researchers have
discovered and categorized a
new solar explosion termed a
coronal mass ejection (CME)
and the statistics released by
the group are not merely impressive, but simply unintelligible.
A CME occurs when the
sun sporadically releases trillions of tons of hydrogen gas
in a giant plume that extends
millions of miles into space.
Okay, what? I can’t even imagine those figures. An African
elephant weighs, on average,
about 5 tons. So this mass of
gas weighs, oh, about 200 billion elephants. The circumference of Earth is very nearly
25,000 miles. So, if we assume
that the gas explosion extends
one million miles into space it
has traveled a distance of 40
Earths. Ridiculous.
The most intriguing part
of these projections is the

temperature at which they
are expelled. The researchers, from the Naval Research
Laboratory in Washington
D.C., estimate that the hydrogen gas explodes off the
surface of the sun at over one
million degrees. Hot enough
to ionize hydrogen atoms,
which is no simple task. This
enormous ball of super-hot,
ionized hydrogen extends far
enough away from the sun
that it actually interferes with
the magnetic atmosphere
of the Earth and can lead to
outages in telecommunication equipment, GPS systems
and in some cases has interrupted local electrical power
grids if the explosion is strong
enough.
Using data obtained from
an international twin satellite
mission called STEREO that
began in 2006, the scientists
have been able to generate
mathematical models to accurately predict the mass, temperature and reach of these
ejections and thus can provide us with the incomprehensible statistics mentioned
earlier. The pictures taken by
the satellite are pretty cool.

If you have five minutes to
spare I recommend checking
them out.
Using the pictures, a theoretical model was developed
to explain the values taken
from the math. Called the
“magnetic flux cloud,” the
theory suggests that these
explosions are the result of a
twisted magnetic field that
surrounds the sun in a partial donut shape. When these
fields are mapped, the observed explosions seem to
follow them almost dead-on,
leading researchers to believe
they are the source of the
CME’s.
To me, the science of space
has always seemed a bit
flukey to say the least. Postulating about things so grand
in scale so incredibly far away
is quite the task, and I have
considerable respect for those
who undertake such ventures.
However, until I can literally
look at a multiple trillion-ton
object that can travel millions
of miles, I think I will stick to
biology and looking at cells
through a microscope.
david.elison@umontana.edu
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Engstrom settles in
After one month, staff and students see
more communication with new president

Jayme Fraser
Montana Kaimin
Royce Engstrom was selected to be The University of
Montana’s 17th president one
month ago, and he’s already
fulfilled some of the promises
he made earlier this fall.
“I didn’t doubt that he
wouldn’t,” said Neil Moisey,
Faculty Senate chair. “He set
out communication as a primary goal and outlined a couple of unique ways to do that.”
A short video about a campus organization or issue is
released each Friday, some
from UM’s affiliate campuses
in Helena, Butte or Dillon. The
University Council met for
the first time last week, pulling together students, faculty
and staff to discuss issues and
coordinate campus resources.
Engstrom has visited the campus senates and their offices
to discuss the upcoming legislative session and to ask about
their projects. He’s visited with

state legislators about the importance of higher education.
Engstrom’s commitment is
about quality of communication, not just more of it, Moisey
said.

“ He’s a very
considerate, openminded thinker
and I think
that’s shown.

”

Anne Delaney,
COT health professions
department chair
When College of Technology instructor Sue Bradford
said her teaching schedule
was too hectic to commit to every meeting of the University

Council, Engstrom agreed to
let health professions department Chair and associate professor Anne Delaney share the
responsibility of representing
COT faculty.
“I think it’s always nice to
be able to speak to the needs
of the college with other faculty at the university and with
external people as well,” Delaney said. “He’s a very considerate, open-minded thinker
and I think that’s shown.”
Ashleen Williams, president
of the Associated Students of
The University of Montana,
said the student government
has always had good communication with Main Hall, but is
impressed by Engstrom’s extra step: He actually visits the
ASUM office.
“I think he’s already doing
a better job communicating
because he’s been here and
knows what we’re doing,”
Williams said. “There’s been a
little bit of a learning curve but
See ENGSTROM, page 7
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Griz battle Bobcats for blood
Lily Rabil
Montana Kaimin

Annie Rottenbiller woke up
Monday morning planning to
donate blood in the Griz vs.
Cats blood drive. She had cereal, toast and orange juice and
drank water all day.
Red Cross representative
Julie Brehm said not eating
enough before donating is one
of the biggest mistakes people
make. The blood drive began
yesterday and ends today at 4
p.m., with stations set up in the
UC ballroom and attendants
standing by.
Rottenbiller squeezed a red
ball to keep the blood flowing
into the bag dangling beneath
her chair.
“It’s not as bad as I thought it
would be,” she said. “I can definitely feel that there’s a needle
in my arm, but it’s not painful
or anything.” She was nervous
at first, but it’s something she’s
always wanted to do and said
if it goes well this time, she’ll
donate again.
Brehm said there are a few
people who end up feeling a
little queasy after they’ve given
blood, but the Red Cross is prepared to handle that.
“Most people will start to
feel a little lightheaded if they
do have a reaction, but we catch

it right away,” Brehm said.
“They just hang out in the canteen area a little bit longer.”
The canteen area is a refreshment stand, providing
chili from the University Dining Service, chips, drinks and
cookies. Brehm said she likes
people to hang out there for
five to 10 minutes to make sure
they don’t have a reaction.
It doesn’t take long to donate, Brehm said. Students
come in, read a packet, get their
hemoglobin, blood pressure
and pulse checked, then a staff
member reviews the information and the students go on to
the next step. Their arm is sterilized, as is the needle. From
there, it takes about 10 minutes
to donate.
Brehm said they need to see
about 130 people today to meet
their goal of 100 productive
units. A productive unit is blood
that can be used for patients.
Typically they need to see more
people than their goal in order to
hit the productive unit target.
“Some people might be deferred, which is why we need
to see more people,” Brehm
said. “Maybe you forget that
you traveled to Belize or another area so you might be deferred.”
This is the fifth annual
blood drive, and The Univer-

Ben Coulter/MontanaKaimin
Freshman sociology major Brooke Sampson talks with Red Cross Collections Specialist Doug Edwards while
donating blood Monday morning in the UC Ballroom. UM is competing against MSU to see which school can donate
the most blood.

sity of Montana won the first
two years, but Bozeman won
the next two. Over 80 students
donated Monday, just shy of
Monday’s productive unit goal,
85. Brehm said she’s not sure
how things are going in Bozeman, but she hopes the Griz
beat the Cats.
alyssa.rabil@umontana.edu
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Griz Notebook: by Taylor W. Anderson

Cross country finishes successful season
Reynolds leads Griz to win; basketball struggles
Cross country

The men and women’s cross country seasons
came to an abrupt end after the teams raced this
weekend at NCAA Mountain Regionals in Salt
Lake City.
Senior Katrina Drennen finished first for the
Grizzlies and was 16th overall with a five-kilometer time of 21:01.
Kara DeWalt was the next Grizzly to finish. She
was 32nd overall with a time of 21:35. Freshman
Keli Dennehy was 46th at 21:57, Kesslee Payne was
55th at 22:05 and Brooke Andrus was 67th at 22:18.
The team worked all season to shorten the gap
among top five finishers, a crucial part in accumulating as few points as possible, but a wide
gap between first and fifth finishers Saturday
led to the Grizzlies finishing sixth overall.
Regionals acts as a qualifier for entry into a
race the Griz have never entered, NCAA Nationals. It was decided Sunday that the top three
teams — New Mexico, Texas Tech and Colorado
— will move on to run in the final race.
The NCAA also decided Sunday who would
race as individuals at Nationals, and no Grizzly
was selected. Drennen finished 17th in the region
last year and raced at Nationals as an individual,
finishing 174th.
Instead, the careers of DeWalt, Andrus, Drennen and Bridgette Hoenke have all come to an

end in the team’s most successful season in their
four years. They won the Big Sky Conference
title and placed 12th at Pre-Nationals in Indiana.
The men’s team also competed this weekend, finishing last. Ju n ior Ly n n Rey nolds
was the fastest Grizzly, finishing 39th overall
with a time of 31:08. David McNeill of Northern Arizona finished first overall with a time
of 29:24.

Football

The Grizzlies outran, out-passed and beat future conference rival North Dakota this weekend
with the help of this week’s Big Sky offensive player of the week, Chase Reynolds.
Reynolds came into Saturday’s game second alltime for Montana in rushing touchdowns with 49.
He got three, passing Lex Hilliard to become the
all-time leader with 52 rushing touchdowns. Reynolds finished the game with 173 rushing yards, 212
all-purpose yards and three touchdowns.
Antwon Moutra was the leading receiver for the
Grizzlies, catching three passes for 100 yards and a
touchdown.
Justin Roper completed 14 of 22 for 231 yards and
a touchdown. He had one interception in the game.
The Grizzlies are ranked 11th coming into Saturday’s 113th annual game with No. 8 Montana State.
See NOTEBOOK, page 6
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The State of the Griz:

Twelve minutes shy of 12 hours
by A.J. Mazzolini
A long line of unmoving figures stretched
through the darkness, tinged faintly orange because of the streetlights that illuminated them.
College students, huddled in camp chairs or
under piles of blankets, extending off into the
distance and around the corner of a building,
sat still like statues. They numbered at least 200,
despite the hour. The clock tower bell shattered
the early morning silence.
Bong. Bong. Bong. Bong. Four a.m.
“All right. Only 11 hours to go,” I said to my
companions, pausing to right my own situation
of blankets and sleeping bags. “So it begins.”
I can safely say that 364 days of the year, I
wouldn’t be caught dead outside at 4 a.m. But
one brisk November day every other year is a
little different; after all, it is football season. The
most important Montana sporting event of the
year — and possibly the most important event
period — is less than a week away: the annual
Montana Grizzlies-Montana State Bobcats football game.
And, as a sports fan and University of Montana student, Cat-Griz day is like a second birthday. Maybe better, actually, because I don’t think
I’d be able to get 26,000 people to come to my
party.
So ignoring my natural instincts that tell me
nighttime is for sleeping and subfreezing temperatures are worth avoiding, my roommates
and I set our alarms for 3 a.m. and our eyes on
3 p.m., when student tickets officially go on sale.
Our goal: be one of the first 400 to procure a student guest pass before they run out.
I’m a football fan, infected with the new American pastime. What Joe Montana is to winning
Super Bowls, I am to … well I guess watching
guys like Joe Montana win Super Bowls. Before I
even knew how to dress myself, I already knew

the makings of a devastating stiff-arm to extend
a run, the perfect spin move to shed irritating
offensive linemen and the best way to catch a
jump ball over reaching defenders. I knew football better than my math or spelling homework.
In my house growing up, Sundays in autumn
were holy days that surrounded the Green Bay
Packers and who they were playing that particular week. Commentators John Madden and Al
Michaels were basically the soundtrack to my
childhood.
Luckily for me and my brain — which has got
to be close to its capacity, bogged down by so
much rather useless sports trivia — I found two
roommates (John and Adam) who share my near
obsession. Not surprisingly, the conversation
during our first hour in line was solely college
football oriented.
“Who’s No. 1 now? I can’t believe [College of]
William and Mary lost,” John said, his opaque
puffs of warm breath matching the fog of the
surrounding mountains. “That conference just
beats up on itself.”
I squinted at the morning’s newspaper, delivered surprisingly early before we left our toasty
apartment. It’s true, the top team in the Football
Championship Subdivision, the level where our
Grizzlies play, had lost the night before — to
an unranked team. Montana would need more
upsets like that to climb the rankings in time
for playoff season. After a couple shaky losses,
the Griz had fallen out of the top 10 for the first
time since I’d been attending the school. It wasn’t
quite end-of-the-world worthy in Griz territory,
but it was close.
I glanced up at the throng of students, amazed
by their dedication. Slightly more than 3,300 student tickets for an enrollment of about 15,000
students, but still these people decided that 12

Ben Coulter/Montana Kaimin
UM running back Chase Reynolds leaps over a UND defender Saturday on his way to a season-high 173 rushing
yards at Washington-Grizzly Stadium. The Grizzlies won 27–17.

hours was essential to lock down one of those tickets? I really underestimated the determination of people crazier than me.
But then again, there’s a lot riding on this year’s brawl with the
Bobcats, the 110th overall. The Cats sit just above Montana in the
FCS rankings, a metaphorical butt in the face. A loss could mean
an even worse fate: the first time the team’s missed the playoffs
in 18 years.
But for me, the game means more. I grew up just a few hours
east of UM in Great Falls. I’ve followed the football team through
two national titles and various NFL prospects. I remember watching the joys and the excruciating heartaches (read: five national
championship game losses in the last two decades). But this will
be the last guaranteed game I can watch live as a student before
graduation. There really could be no tomorrow.
University personnel seemed to take pity on us around 6:30.
Though the building wasn’t set to open for nearly three more
hours, they ushered us in like sheep. Hundreds of freezing students crammed through a single door toward the warmth. Once
inside we passed the hours doing the things that none of us seem
to have the time to do these days. A dolly cart, quietly “borrowed”
from one of the dorms, held our day’s entertainment in a 27-inch
television and a Nintendo Wii. We were waiting in style.
But you can only play Super Smash Bros. for so long. And no
matter how many people stopped to gawk — some even complimenting fledgling attempts at beards — it eventually gets old.
See COLUMN, page 8

Sally Finneran/Montana Kaimin
Reporter A.J. Mazzolini (far right) plays Super Smash Bros. in the University Center with Sam Wise, John Wilczynski IV and Adam Clinch (left to right),
while waiting to get tickets for the upcoming football game against Montana
State. They joined the line for tickets at 4 a.m.
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iPod while braving 28 degree weather.
Near the second floor entrance of The
Bookstore, Elizabeth Schmidt stood reading “The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo.” She’d
been waiting with her friend, Shannon Trayler, since 6 a.m., hoping to get tickets and
guest passes to “the best game of the year,”
as Schmidt put it.
Other students chose to use their waiting
time as a chance to study.
Nick Bechtold, a senior studying human
biology, pored over an anatomy chart while
he sat propped against a wall in the UC ballroom. Farther down the line, two students
were respectively engrossed in Spanish and
Abnormal Psychology textbooks, though
they wished they’d brought their computers. Students who had brought their computers, meanwhile, complained of sporadic
Internet access, leaving many engrossed in
games of virtual solitaire.
When the tickets went on sale at 3 p.m.,
students clutched their pillows, collapsible
camping chairs and Albertsons doughnut
boxes as they moved in a sleepy conga shuffle down the stairs under the direction of UC
staff. One student wrangled a rolling desk chair.
They moved past Katie Betcher, who was
helping close the UC Food Court after a long
day of feeding the hungry masses. After she
finished counting her till, Betcher planned
to head home rather than join the line.
“I would do [this] for concert tickets,” the
sociology student said of standing in line
for hours, “but I guess that shows my priorities.”
After finally being beckoned to claim
their tickets at The Source, two girls skipped
past the counter and promptly waved the
pieces of paper in victory.
For freshmen Alex Lancaster and Cassie
Wiedeman, celebrating was not on their
schedule after they received their tickets.
Sally Finneran/Montana Kaimin
“Shower, then sleep,” Lancaster, who is maStudents catch up on sleep in the University Center Sunday morning while they wait in line for tickets
joring in administrative management, said.
for this weekend’s football game.
“I was hoping the waiting would be a joke,”
Wiedeman, a health and human performance
major said. “Hopefully [the game] will be worth it.”

Basketball

erin.cole@umontana.edu

Montana center Brian Qvale
was scorer of the game and led
the Grizzlies with 20 points
and eight rebounds in Saturday’s 66–81 loss to Nevada.
The Grizzlies out-rebounded
the Wolf Pack but were outplayed in nearly every other category, including 3-point shooting,
where Nevada went 53 percent.
Nevada guard Malik Story was 4–7 from behind the
arc and had 16 points in the
game. Deonte Burton was 3–4
from 3-point land and had 17
points.
The Grizzlies led the Wolf
Pack by 10 points in the first
half, but Nevada went on a
26–5 run and pulled healthily
ahead to hand Montana its first
loss of the season.

Lady Griz Basketball

The Lady Griz received two
losses on their two-game road
trip to California.
They led University of California, Riverside at the half, but
were outscored 16–36 in the
second half to lose 34–52. Sarah
Ena led the Lady Griz in scoring
with 10 points. Brittany Waddell
led Riverside with 16 points and
was 4–8 from the 3-point line.
The Lady Griz shot just 29
percent from the field when
they faced Cal State Bakersfield
Sunday afternoon. Amber Williams went 9–19 to lead Bakersfield with 20 points. Stephanie
Stender led Montana in scoring
with 14 points.
Bakersfield had 15 steals and
shot 47 percent from the field to
beat the Lady Griz 74–54.
taylor.anderson@umontana.edu
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Board of Regents to vote Friday
New heating system could cut back on natural gas
Jayme Fraser
Montana Kaimin
The state Board of Regents
will vote Friday on whether
to allow The University of
Montana to sell bonds that
would help finance the construction of a biomass plant
in fall 2011.
The wood-gasification system would superheat wood
chips into a low-emission fuel
that would be burned to produce steam for the campus’
heating systems. The proposed plant could use 70 percent less natural gas than the
current steam plant.

A report to the regents
compiled by the UM Office
of Administration and Finance estimates the project
will cost $16 million up front
and $365,000 annually for
operation, maintenance and
the salary of a new operator.
The state of Montana has
allocated $6.7 million in
Qualified Energy Conservation Bonds for the project and more might still be
available. Bonds are a form
of long-term loan with capital purchased by individuals
in exchange for the bond’s
interest. About 70 percent
of the interest on the QECBs

are paid by the federal government.
UM also earned a $180,000
grant from the Montana Department of Natural Resources
and Conservation for the project.
The report to the regents
conservatively estimates it
can use energy savings over
the next 20 years to pay off
the bonds and sustain the
plant.
“The project is expected
to be cost neutral but is dependent on the fulfillment
of performance guarantees,
natural gas pricing and bio-

mass pricing to accomplish
this,” read the report. It also
noted that UM is still pursuing other federal and state
funding options.
The 3,600-square-foot addition to the east side of the
heating plant would require
20,000 tons of wood chips for
fuel each year, an estimated
5,000 tons of which might
come from UM’s Lubrecht Experimental Forest. Local suppliers of the less than 3-inch
cube chips would require
five-year contracts, the report
said.
jayme.fraser@umontana.edu

Visit www.montanakaimin.com
Friday afternoon to learn how the Board
of Regents voted on the proposed biomass
plant and other UM initiatives.

ENGSTROM
From page 3
it’s been great working with
him.”
Williams and Moisey said
Engstrom has transitioned
well considering the issues he
faced immediately.
“He had the WAC [Western
Athletic Conference] issue sort
of dropped on him,” Moisey
said. “I think probably by the
time he took over that was all
probably decided.”
Engstrom will represent
UM at the state Board of Regents meeting on campus
later this week. The regents
govern all higher education
in Montana and distribute
the funds appropriated by the
state.
In January, Engstrom will
help convince the state legislature why it’s important to
invest their limited funds in
higher education. Engstrom
has also worked to strengthen
graduate education. He altered
an associate provost position
to focus solely on graduate
studies and helped establish a
committee dedicated to writing a strategic plan for research.
“I’m very to happy to have
him as president and I think
he’ll go in a great direction,”
Delaney said.
jayme.fraser@umontana.edu
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COLUMN
From page 5
And it’s tough to fill the
remaining four or five hours
with napping on a cold, stone
surface. Especially when you’re
surrounded by mindless chatter and Katy Perry on some
jerk’s iPod next door (you know
who you are). My sleeping bag,
though flannel is incredibly
warm, was much less impressive in its role as padding.
When 3 p.m. finally rolled
into town, I was sick of the UC.
But so was everyone, I think,
judging by the dead-behindthe-eyes stares coming from
most faces. Acting as saving
grace, though, was the ticket,
my pass to the final Cat-Griz
game of my collegiate career.
The final minutes trudging
through the line up to the
counter felt excruciating. When
I finally reached my destina-

tion, I smiled — one of maybe
a handful of instances in which
that occurred. Without a word,
the woman across the counter
named Deidra took my cash
and swiped my card. I was fulfilled, sore and exhausted. The
clock behind Deidra showed
3:48 in bright green numbers:
just shy of 12 hours after I
dragged myself to the stoop of
the UC.
A $10 investment also
bought me one of the rare guest
passes to the student section.
Thrilled as I was, when offered
a substantial profit for selling
the ticket, it was hard, nay, impossible to resist.
So yes, I sold out. My ticket
went to John’s uncle. The shine
of a $50-profit was too great to
pass up. Honestly, he’s lucky I
didn’t take him for more; the
Kaimin doesn’t exactly pay the
bills.
anthony.mazzolini@umontana.edu

Greg Lindstrom/Montana Kaimin
A Missoula firefighter pauses to watch a fire burning in Frank and Beverly Sherman’s house at 2212 Pleasant Ave., on
Monday, November 15. The fire, on Missoula’s Westside, started in a shed at a neighboring house, but spread along a
cedar fence to the Sherman residence. According to Missoula Rural Fire Deputy Chief Paul Finlay, 36 firefighters from
four companies tried to fight the blaze, but because there are no fire hydrants on Pleasant Ave., crews had to shuttle
tankers more than a mile to Big Sky High School for water. At the end of the day, three-quarters of the Sherman’s
roof collapsed.

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Kiosk. We urge all readers to use their
best judgement and investigate fully any
offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out any money.

LOST & FOUND
Found: Homemade beaded bracelet. Call
to identify. 406-214-9430
Lost: I-Pod touch outside LA 243 last
Friday. If found please call 370-9473.
Reward offered.
BAHA’I FAITH
“ Call out to Zion, O Carmel, and
announce the joyful tidings: He that was
hidden from mortal eyes is come! His allconquering sovereignty is manifest; His
all-encompassing splendour is revealed.”
- Bahá’u’lláh For information call
829-9538 Online: bahai.org or bahai.us

montanakaimin

Office Staff

kiosk

AD REPRESENTATIVES
Holly Calloway
Lindsay Farnsworth
Ashley Oppel

Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.20 per 5-word line/day

The Kiosk runs 4 days per week. Prepayment is required. Ads may be placed at
DAH 207 or via FAX: 243-5475, email:
kaiminads@gmail.com or call 243-6541.

Off Campus
$1.30 per 5-word line/day

Lost and found ads may be placed
in the Kiosk free of charge. They can
be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.

2821 South Russell Street, Missoula, MT
59801. Extensive background checks will
be completed. NO RESUMES. EOE. “
PERSONALS
UM WILL BE TOBACCO FREE FALL
2011 “I smoke and would like to quit. If
the campus is smoke free it would help
with my goal of quitting smoking.” - UM
Student
English tutor needed for an international
student $10/hour to start. Email
lei.li@umontana.edu for details.
SERVICES
Lip Brow wax $25.00 Kara Shear
Perfection UC Center 721-1166

MISCELLANEOUS
Hey Student Groups! Make a statement
with matching group t-shirts! Affordable
and printed by UM students! American
Humanics: 406-490-6405 umhumanics@
yahoo.com
DRAWING for $537 in FREE
Merchandise at Hide & Sole, Unique
Leather Goods & Footwear in Downtown
Missoula. Drawing is Sat, Nov 27th at
5pm. Buy 3 Smartwool Socks - Get the
4th FREE.
FUN FACT
Gold was discovered in Georgia in 1828
SONG OF THE DAY
Green Day – “When I Come Around”

Tes Schaefer

OFFICE ASSISTANTS

OFFICE MANAGER

PRODUCTION

Pam Jarnagin
Walter M. Kelly III

Ruth Johnson

KAIMIN CLASSIFIEDS

COMPUTERS
Reliable PC/laptop repair. Voted best of
Missoula 2010. Student discounts! 136 E
Broadway Computer Central 542-6540
FOR RENT
Weekend cabins 30 min. from Missoula
$44-$66/ night. Rock Creek Cabins
251-6611
FOR SALE
ReTHINK, ReUSE, ReNEW Your
Style with Gently Pre-Loved Clothing,
Shoes, Purses and Accessories at DejaNu
Consignment Boutique. Located behind
Walgreens on Brooks in the Stephens
Center. Visit us on the web at dejanustyle.
vpweb.com.

R AT E S

Student Special! Real tree, decorated in
burgundy/silver, 18”-24” tall, $65. Free
delivery to UM. Order by Dec. 10 for
delivery before Christmas. 406-498-3273
HELP WANTED
“DIRECT CARE positions available
working w/individuals w/disabilities.
Experience working w/adults
w/disabilities preferred.
PT & FT, noon/eve, & wknd shifts providing services in a res/comm. setting.
Overnight positions also available at our
residential sites. No Record of Abuse,
Neglect/Exploitation. Valid MT Driver’s
License. TO APPLY: Applications
available at Opportunity Resources, Inc.

Callisa Block

